
IT WAS dark and gloomy with little
room to move. All I could hear behind
the bars of the cramped and filthy
conditions was the relentless sound
of waves hitting the ship’s hull. The
moans of grown men and the jan-
gling of chains added to the noise.
The nauseating smell of disease,

the stagnant bilge water, rotting
timbers and foul reek of the un-
sanitary conditions made me want to
heave but I had eaten so little there
was nothing to throw up.
How I had ended up in these condi-

tions was still clear in my mind.
Two years ago, at the age of 12, my

father had negotiated the terms of an
apprenticeship with a local master
craftsman for me. Being the middle
child of nine and one of six sons,
there was little prospect of my mak-
ing a living off the family farm
so to support myself long
term I had to acquire
skills in a trade.
Having had a

basic education in
reading, writing, and
simple arithmetic, the
town’s bookbinder,
Master MatthewWilliams
had agreed to take me on. I was
indentured to be apprenticed for
seven years. I lived with Master
Williams’ family. He provided me
with food and clothing while training
me in the art of bookbinding. He was
a kind, patient man and a skilled
teacher. I took to the trade easily and
was happy working in the book-
binder’s shop, which consisted of two
tiny rooms stuffed from floor to ceil-
ing with files, boxes, stacks of papers,
cabinets, shelves and books.
The shop’s major function was

making blank ledgers for businesses
but my master also had the special
job of binding and presenting ship’s
logs. Our town, Portsmouth, was a
major shipping port and England’s
naval base so there was always plen-
ty of work to be done.
The process of bookbinding began

with folding and collating pages. The
folded pages went into a standing
press. This was my task. The shop’s
journeyman Jim Boag then worked
on hand stitching, gluing, rounding
and backing the book’s spine, attach-
ing the boards, trimming the edges in
the press and plough, and then fin-
ishing the book with leather. After,
Master Williams would use hot metal
tools to press intricate patterns and
lettering into the leather of the cover
and spine.

Jim was a lazy, devious man

who took advantage of
Master Williams’ kind
nature and made my

life a misery.
It was Jim who had got me

into the mess I was now in. He
had made it his mission to “teach me

a lesson” for showing him up. I was a
quick learner and was doing much of
his work better and faster than him.
Master Williams had given Jim a
number of warnings and told him he
was on notice. This infuriated Jim and
he blamed me for it. His revenge was
decisive.
A newly bound ship’s log had gone
missing. It was an extremely valuable
and important government book that
contained sensitive information. The
master was in a panic. If it wasn’t found
his workshop would be closed down.
The constabulary was brought in to
search the premises and the book was
eventually located ... in my belongings.
Master Williams was shocked. I prot-
ested my innocence but based on the
hard evidence and the word of Jim
Boag, who told the police he’d seem me
take the book, I was done for.
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FLOGGING THE FACTS
● Bilge water – the water that seeps
into and collects in the lowermost
floorboards and the bottom part of a
ship.
● Indenture – a contract by which a
person, as an apprentice, is bound to
service.
● Ledger – an account book in which
business transactions are entered or
recorded.
● Ship’s log – is a daily record of
operational data relating to a ship’s
journey. It would contain things
such as weather conditions, times of
routine events and significant
incidents, the crew, the ship’s cargo,
ports docked at and when.
● Journeyman – a person who has
served an apprenticeship at a trade
and is qualified to work at it. They

would be hired to do work
or assist another
person.

A ship to nowhere
Cruel trick by devious journeyman lands
14-year-old boy in cramped, filthy conditions
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❝Jim was a lazy, devious man who took
advantage of Master Williams’ kind
nature and made my life a misery.To
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